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Afterburner – Fighter
Pilots

Keynotes, Experiential Workshops & Performance
Coaching

Afterburner is a dynamic team of men and women who
are part of the high performance military aviation
community. They are the custodians of a simple process
developed by fighter pilots over 60 years ago. This
process significantly improved the performance of
military aviation, and is so effective it is still in use
today. Accelerating performance through flawless execution.

More about Afterburner:

High performing real-life fighter pilots & military aviators, helping teams learn and apply the
techniques they use every day to achieve a consistent mission success rate.

Afterburner is a high performing team of men and women who are real-life fighter pilots or
military aviators. The Afterburner pilots are passionate about helping people learn and apply the
techniques they use every day to achieve a consistent mission success rate of 98%.

A fighter pilots’ workplace is like no other. They operate in rapidly changing, complex and
sometimes hostile environments, yet they consistently excel in achieving successful outcomes,
they’ve developed the winning habit. Each fighter pilot is the product of a $15 million training
program that pushes them to the limit of mental and physical performance. They’ll share with you
the four key secrets to increasing your performance and success rates by three times, what they
call “3X”.

Whether you are a leader or a valued member within a team, the methods employed by fighter
pilots consistently deliver results, whether you are a high-performance sports team, a small
organisation or a large complex corporation, there is something for everyone in an Afterburner
experiential program. Why do Boo and his pilots love working with you? Because the feedback is
always the same.

Afterburner keynotes and experiential programs are ranked 4.9/5.0 on Facebook and Google by
hundreds of participants, not only is Afterburner the ‘safe’ option for your next event, the pilots
will leave a lasting impression on your team and drive genuine results long after your event. The
fact Afterburner continues to grow and expand its programs after 22 years is a testament to the
quality and durability of the content.
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The Afterburner team takes you on a journey, immersing you in their unique world. Through
storytelling, video and music, you’ll discover what it truly takes to be a fighter pilot. You’ll soon
realise these fighter pilots are everyday Joe’s, who have transformed and developed into highly
capable individuals through training and mastery of this very special methodology. Only 15 fighter
pilots graduate from the Royal Australian Air Force’s training program every two years talk about
gruelling! Afterburner demonstrates that no matter who you are, you can sustainably exceed your
expectations and goals. You can win.

What makes the Afterburner fighter pilots particularly adept at maintaining a clear focus on
objectives in the midst of complexity, is how they maintain situational awareness or clarity each
day. Afterburner will introduce the concept of situational awareness and how to achieve it by using
their four-step FLEX Method.

What Afterburner talk about:

The Adrenaline Shot

To help you rally your team and remind yourself how resilient you all are, how capable you can be
when you work together and the determination you share to succeed.

A short sharp keynote or half-day workshop designed to focus your people and break up the
monotony of remote work. The goal? To equip your team with the skills fighter pilots use to remain
effective during adversity, delivering a 98% success rate.

Flawless Execution

Whether you’re wanting a keynote, team building and development or a training program- the
approach remains the same. Their keynote will introduce you to the FLEX Methodology and
mindset, whilst more immersive programs will allow you to practice and experience the benefits of
FLEX first-hand.

To help facilitate those “a-ha!” moments, Afterburner customises their programs to ensure they
are tailored to your strategic objectives to deliver a “how to get things done better, faster and with
greater success” message to your team.

First, you meet your fighter pilot and learn what it takes to be one and how Flex can assist you in
accelerating your own success. Your pilot focuses on everything from highly skilled commentary,
awe-inspiring and compelling stories to multimedia for you to become fully immersed into their
world of a fighter pilot. They might have you holding on to the edge of your seat, but most
importantly, they help your people understand that success is a mindset, not a talent.

They remind you that being consistently successful is possible if we all understand the common
human performance traits that get in our way and understand the simple way to manage them.
Once you understand a little more about the fighter pilots secret to success, Boo and his team will
take you on the FLEX journey and show how it can be applied to your life, your team and your
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organisation.

Client testimonials

“ Your flawless execution of the session left the group in awe of what can be achieved through
effective planning and execution.

- Sanofi-Synthelabo

“ Outstanding! Afterburner taught us how to be better prepared to deal with real life issues
such as task saturation, problem solving, communication and competition.

- ADI

“ Everyone was totally engaged & enthralled by the seminar.

- Avery Denison Office Products Pty Ltd

“ Your presentation drew widespread congratulations. The level of energy and motivation in the
room after the presentation was incredible and the impact enormous.

- Pfizer Australia

“ The speaker captivated his audience and the subject was relevant. All staff thoroughly enjoyed
the presentation that was not only professional but also good humoured.

- NSW Rural Fire Service - Region South

“ Having been involved with many "team-building" type exercises before, I can honestly say
yours was the most relevant, practical, entertaining and thought-stimulating program I have
ever seen.

- President, IBM Credit Corporation

“ The Afterburners Team obviously spent an incredible amount of prep time getting to know our
business and our competition. This enabled them to walk and speak our language, which
earned instant credibility with our senior leadership team. It opened the door to some great
discussions around improving how we work together - the result of which has already made us
a more effective team.

- Vice President of Leadership Development, Bank of America

“ I can honestly say that the seminar significantly exceeded expectations and was the highlight
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of our meeting. We enjoyed the fact that the seminar was delivered in a very professional
manner, and had the right blend of pertinent business focus in a light-hearted and fun way.

- Senior Vice President, ditech.com
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